Context. Herschel observations of nearby clouds in the Gould Belt support a paradigm for low-mass star formation, starting with the generation of molecular filaments, followed by filament fragmentation, and the concentration of mass into self-gravitating prestellar cores. In the case of the Ophiuchus molecular complex, a rich star formation activity has been documented for many years inside the clumps of L1688, the main and densest cloud of the complex, and in the more quiescent twin cloud L1689 thanks to extensive surveys at infrared and other wavelengths. Aims. With the unique far-infrared and submillimeter continuum imaging capabilities of the Herschel Space observatory, the closeby (d = 139 pc) Ophiuchus cloud was extensively mapped at five wavelengths from 70 µm to 500 µm with the aim of providing a complete census of dense cores in this region, including unbound starless cores, bound prestellar cores, and protostellar cores. Methods. Taking full advantage of the high dynamic range and multi-wavelength nature of the Herschel data, we used the multi-scale decomposition algorithms getsources and getfilaments to identify an essentially complete sample of dense cores and filaments in the cloud and study their properties. Results. The densest clouds of the Ophiuchus complex, L1688 and L1689, which thus far are only indirectly described as filamentary regions owing to the spatial distribution of their young stellar objects (YSOs), are now confirmed to be dominated by filamentary structures. The tight correlation observed between prestellar cores and filamentary structures in L1688 and L1689 supports the view that solar-type star formation occurs primarily in dense filaments. While the sub clouds of the complex show some disparities, L1689 being apparently less efficient than L1688 at forming stars when considering their total mass budgets, both sub clouds share almost the same prestellar core formation efficiency in dense molecular gas. We also find evidence in the Herschel data for a remarkable concentric geometrical configuration in L1688 which is dominated by up to three arc-like compression fronts and presumably created by shockwave events emanating from the Sco OB2 association, including the neighboring massive (O9V) star σ Sco. Conclusions. Our Herschel study of the well-documented Ophiuchus region has allowed us to further analyze the influence of several early-type (OB) stars surrounding the complex, thus providing positive feedback and enhancing star formation activity in the dense central part of the region, L1688.
Introduction
Our general observational understanding of star formation in the Milky Way has greatly advanced in the past decade with the exploitation of extensive surveys at infrared and submillimeter wavelengths with the Spitzer and Herschel space observatories (e.g., Evans et al. 2009 , André et al. 2010 , Molinari et al. 2010 , Dunham et al. 2015 . In particular, Herschel has made way for Article number, page 1 of 24 arXiv:2001.11036v1 [astro-ph.GA] 29 Jan 2020 A&A proofs: manuscript no. oph_herschel_1stgen a new horizon in the observational characterization of the density structure of molecular clouds thanks to its unique imaging capabilities in the far-infrared and submillimeter regime, which probe the structure of cold cloud material down to low column densities and unveil some aspects of the star formation process at relatively high resolution inside the most deeply embedded areas of molecular clouds.
Prestellar cores represent the initial stages of low-mass star formation (see di Francesco et al. 2007 , Ward-Thompson et al. 2007 ) and studying their connection with the properties and structure of the parent molecular clouds is crucial in understanding the processes leading to populations and clusters of young stars. The Herschel Gould Belt Survey (HGBS - André et al. 2010) has provided a significant step forward in our understanding of the link between cloud structure and the formation of prestellar cores. This survey of nearby molecular clouds, at distances between ∼ 130 pc and ∼ 500 pc from the Sun, led to important first-look results, which were then confirmed by more extensive studies in Aquila, Taurus, and Corona Australis for example (Könyves et al. 2015 , Marsh et al. 2016 , Bresnahan et al. 2018 , Benedettini et al. 2018 . Overall, HGBS studies confirm the ubiquity of ∼ 0.1 pc-wide filaments in nearby molecular clouds (Arzoumanian et al. 2011 and highlight the key role of filaments in the core and star formation process .
Here, we report the results of the HGBS census of dense cores and molecular filaments in the Ophiuchus cloud complex (L1688/L1689). The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the region and summarizes the results of previous observations on the Ophiuchus molecular cloud. In Sect. 3, we describe the Herschel observations as well as the data reduction performed to provide scientific images. Section 4 is dedicated to a complete description of the Herschel GBS map products, including dust temperature and column-density maps. This section also provides details on the procedure adopted to obtain a census of filaments and to extract and characterize the dense cores of the region. In Sect. 5, the properties of the Ophiuchus cloud complex and its objects are discussed, including the close relationship between prestellar cores and filaments. A star formation scenario relying on the external influence of various early-type (OB) stars in the surrounding area is also explored. Section 6 concludes the paper.
The Ophiuchus molecular cloud
The Ophiuchus molecular cloud complex is a nearby region of low-mass star formation in the Gould Belt, located at a distance of ∼139±6 pc from the Sun (Mamajek 2008) . Using VLBA radio observations, Ortiz-León et al. (2017) derived a distance of 137.3 ± 1.2 pc for L1688 and 147.3 ± 3.4 pc for L1689. Ortiz-León et al. (2018) recently confirmed these distances with Gaia DR2 data, finding 138.4 ± 2.6 pc for L1688 and 144.2 ± 1.3 pc for L1689. These recent VLBA and Gaia results are in excellent agreement with our adopted distance of 139 pc. The stellar content of the Ophiuchus star-forming complex has been deeply studied for a long time at almost every wavelength of the spectrum, revealing a rich environment of young stellar objects (YSOs), protostellar sources, and prestellar cores at various evolutionary stages (e.g., Wilking et al. 1989; Leous et al. 1991; Casanova et al. 1995; Motte et al. 1998; Pattle et al. 2015, and Wilking et al. 2008 for a review). The complex includes two concentrated clouds, L1688 and L1689, extended by large-scale streamers stretching toward the northeast direction (Loren et al. 1990 , see also Fig. 1 ). These streamers, visible with as dark lanes in optical photographs and detected in CO observations, have been part of the cobweb description of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud complex (Loren 1989a,b) . Despite being larger scale (e.g., more than 10 pc in length) than most filaments seen with Herschel in nearby clouds and being located outside the densest areas, L1688 and L1689, they provided the first direct evidence of the presence of filamentary structures in the complex.
While L1688 harbors dense star formation activity, L1689 is more quiescent ("the dog that didn't bark", Nutter et al. 2006) . Despite its significant mass, L1689 does not have as much star formation activity as L1688 or other Gould Belt regions such as Aquila (e.g., André et al. 2010 , Könyves et al. 2015 . This peculiar distribution of star formation efficiency for independent, yet neighboring regions, sharing similar physical initial conditions, provides an interesting testbed to investigate the influence of potential triggers of star formation and the origin of stellar masses (cf. Motte et al. 1998) .
The molecular gas of the Ophiuchus star-forming complex is also well documented and has been scrutinized by groundbased and space-borne instruments for many years. In the present study, we use the naming conventions of Lynds (1962) and Loren et al. (1990) to refer to the different parts and clumps within the complex (cf. Fig. 1 ). In particular, the clumpy structure of L1688 in the form of several dense gas clumps (Oph A to Oph F) was initially described by Loren et al. (1990) based on DCO + observations. Oph A is a very high extinction clump with several prominent prestellar and protostellar cores (André et al. 1993 , Motte et al. 1998 , while Oph B is a more quiescent region regarding dense core properties. Oph C, E, F have lower column densities, but many infrared YSOs have been detected in this area, while Oph D is an isolated quiescent clump with only a few objects (e.g., Wilking et al. 1989 , Bontemps et al. 2001 .
The whole Ophiuchus complex is under the heavy influence of, and feedback from, the Sco OB2 association (e.g., Loren & Wootten 1986; Motte et al. 1998 ) enhancing the star formation activity in the L1688 cloud (Nutter et al. 2006) . While the young B3 star S1 may regulate the star formation activity locally in Oph A by driving a compact HII region and an associated photodissociation region, the B2V star HD 147889 influences the cloud to the west of Oph A (Grasdalen et al. 1973 , André et al. 1988 , Abergel et al. 1996 . Furthermore, Nutter et al. (2006) emphasized the influence on the cloud of the nearby O9V star σ Scorpii (or σ Sco for short) of the Sco OB2 association.
Herschel observations and data reduction
The Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) was the facility used in this study, performing broadband parallel-mode observations thanks to its two imaging cameras, PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010 ) and SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) . The Herschel Gould Belt survey (HGBS) 1 observations of L1688 and L1689 were taken on 25 sept. 2010, with the Herschel Science Archive Observations IDs (OBSIDs): 1342205093, 1342205094. The SPIRE 250 µm data taken in parallel mode are saturated in the close vicinity of IRAS16293-2422 and a correction patch was observed in SPIRE-only mode, as OBSID 1342239773. The SPIRE images used in the present study result from the combination of the parallel-mode data with the SPIRE-only patch around IRAS 16293-242 ( Fig. 1) . The scanning speed of the parallelmode observations was 60 .s −1 , with the same overall observing strategy as for every other HGBS region (André et al. 2010, 16 . The red rectangle shows the area encompassing the Ophiuchus main cloud covered by the Herschel data discussed in the paper. The effective resolution ranges from 18.2 in this area to 5 in the outer parts. (Bottom) Composite three-color image of the field outlined by the red rectangle in the top panel, combining Herschel/PACS 160 µm data as a blue layer, Herschel/SPIRE 250 µm data as a green layer, and Herschel/SPIRE 350 µm data as a red layer. The main clumps and sub-regions of the field are marked. The green dashed polygons highlight the regions defined as L1688 and L1689+L1709 in the rest of the paper.
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Temperature (K) Fig. 3 . Herschel dust temperature map of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud at a HPBW resolution of 36.3 The dust temperature was derived by SED fitting from 160 µm to 500 µm. The warmest regions are located around S1, east of Oph A, and HD 147889, while the warm shell to the northwest is driven by the star ρ Ophiuchi. These three objects are B-type stars, S1 and HD 147889 being both young members of the L1688 infrared star cluster. Könyves et al. 2015) . For further reference and more details, the full processing pattern is described in Könyves et al. (2015) . 
PACS data reduction
The parallel-mode PACS data at 70 µm and 160 µm were reduced with HIPE (Ott 2011), version 10, provided by the Herschel Science Center. The path from the Level-0 data to the level-1 stage followed the standard steps of the Herschel parallel-mode pipeline, and flux calibration for PACS was applied using the last version of the correction factors (PACS CAL 45 0). A deglitching method was used in HIPE to remove cosmic-ray hits on affected pixels. High-level processing of the PACS data, including map making, was performed with Scanamorphos 20 (Roussel 2013) following Könyves et al. (2015) for scanning artifacts. While the calibration error is estimated to be ∼5% in our maps for point sources by default, we adopt a calibration error value of 10% for the 70 µm band, and 20% for the 160 µm band. The final products are maps reprojected on the same 3 -pixel grid at all wavelengths. The half-power beam width (HPBW) resolution of the maps is given in Table 1 at each wavelength.
SPIRE data reduction
The reduction of the SPIRE maps was performed with HIPE version 10, where the scans in both orthogonal directions were combined. From level-0 to level-1, the standard calibration tree SPIRE CAL 10 1 provided by HIPE was used. We used the destriping module in HIPE for map correction by baseline subtraction. The initial maps had pixel sizes of 6 , 10 , and 14 for the SPIRE 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm bands, respectively. The maps were finally reprojected to a 3 -pixel grid for consistency with the PACS maps. The calibration error is estimated to be around 10% for all SPIRE bands.
Saturation correction around IRAS 16293-2422
With a flux of more than 50000 MJy/sr at 250 µm, IRAS 16293-2422, a Class 0 object in L1689 (e.g., Walker et al. 1986; Mundy et al. 1986 ), saturated the bolometers of SPIRE in the parallelmode observations at 250 µm. A small field around this source was thus re-observed with Herschel using a different observing configuration for the SPIRE camera (OBSID: 1342239773). An image combination between the whole parallel-mode map of Ophiuchus and this particular patch was performed by detecting the saturation, which are pixels fixed at a −99 value, and replacing the saturated data by the data from the correction patch.
Results and analysis

Dust temperature and column density maps
The multi-wavelength Herschel data were used to derive a column density map and a dust temperature map for the Ophiuchus cloud. All Herschel maps were first smoothed to a common 36.3 beam corresponding to the resolution of the SPIRE 500 µm data. Zero-level offsets, derived from Planck and IRAS data (cf. Bernard et al. 2010) , were added to the Herschel maps (see Table 1 for the offset values). To obtain a column density map at a resolution of 36.3 , we then fit a modified blackbody function to the 160 µm, 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm data points on a pixel by pixel basis:
where I ν (x, y) is the surface brightness at frequency ν for pixel (x, y), T d (x, y) the dust temperature, B ν [T d (x, y)] is the corresponding Planck function, κ ν the dust opacity per unit mass of dust+gas, and Σ(x, y) the local gas+dust surface density of the cloud. We also used a multi-scale decomposition scheme to add small-scale information from the SPIRE 350 µm/250 µm and PACS 160 µm data to the 36.3 -resolution column-density map (see Appendix A of Palmeirim et al. 2013) , obtaining a "highresolution" column-density map with an effective HPBW resolution of ∼18.2 as a final result (see Fig. 2 ). Each point of the local spectral energy distribution (SED) was weighted by the absolute calibration error (20% for PACS 160 µm and 10% for the SPIRE bands), and the same dust-opacity law as in other HGBS papers was assumed, namely κ λ = 0.1 × (λ/300µm) −β cm 2 /g as a function of wavelength in the submillimeter regime, with a dust emissivity index β fixed to 2 (cf. Hildebrand 1983) . The same multi-scale combination scheme of Palmeirim et al. (2013) was also adapted to merge the Herschel column-density data with the Planck optical depth map converted to column density using the HGBS dust opacity assumptions, as presented in Fig. 1 (Bracco et al. in prep) .
When smoothed to a common 5 resolution, both the standard and the high-resolution column density map derived from Herschel data are consistent with a column density map derived from Planck data assuming the above-mentioned dust opacity law. More precisely, the column density ratio Herschel/Planck has a median value of 1.11, a lower quartile of 1.07, and an upper quartile of 1.16, for the material above A V = 3.
A similar comparison between our Herschel column-density map(s) and the 2MASS/NICER near-IR extinction map of Lombardi (2009), both regridded and convolved to the same resolution, yields a median ratio (Herschel/Extinction) of 0.65 in the range 2 ≤ A V ≤ 10, assuming the standard conversion N H 2 (cm −2 ) = 0.94 × 10 21 A V (mag) derived by Bohlin et al. (1978) for the diffuse interstellar medium. Since in dense molecular clouds (typically for A V > ∼ 6), the conversion between A V and column density changes and becomes N H 2 (cm −2 ) = 0.69 × 10 21 A V (mag) (cf. Draine 2003 and Evans et al. 2009 ), the calibration of our column-density maps actually agrees with that of the 2MASS/NICER extinction map within ∼ 10%-30%. We conclude that the absolute scaling of the Herschel columndensity maps used in this paper is likely accurate to better than a factor of 1.5 (see also Roy et al. 2014) .
Distribution of mass in the Ophiuchus cloud
The detailed distribution of mass in the map of Fig. 2 is closely related to the star formation process and other physical processes happening in the Ophiuchus molecular cloud, including the large-scale effect of the Sco OB2 association, and the shorterscale effects of the shells formed by the stars ρ Ophiuchi, HD 147889, and S1 (see Fig. 3 and Motte et al. 1998 ). Our columndensity maps allow us to directly trace the distribution of mass in the cloud, assuming it is the only significant cloud along the line of sight. This is a safe assumption given the position of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud above the Galactic plane (b = +16.5 • ). We therefore calculated the mass of the Ophiuchus cloud enclosed within a given contour as
where δA pixel = (s pixel × d) 2 is the physical area covered by one pixel, a square of s pixel = 3 on a side at d = 139 pc, µ H 2 = 2.8 is the mean molecular weight per hydrogen molecule, m H is the hydrogen atom mass, and the sum is taken over the pixels inside the contour. In the following, we will define as dense molecular gas, the gas and dust material that lies above a column-density of 7 × 10 21 cm −2 (i.e., A V > 7), the typical column-density level marking the transition between a regime of very low core and star formation efficiency and a regime of high core and star formation efficiency in nearby clouds (André et al. 2010; Lada et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2015) . We obtained dense gas masses of ∼415 M for L1688 (over the area shown in Fig 4) and ∼165 M for the complex formed by L1689 and L1709 (over the field shown in Fig 5) , both above 7 × 10 21 cm −2 . If we consider all of the gas, regardless of column density, the total masses become ∼980 M for L1688 and ∼890 M in L1689+L1709. A first observation is that the dense gas masses differ in the two sub clouds by more than a factore of two, but the total gas masses are on par with each other. The material reservoir is therefore the same in both clouds, but they have different compression status.
Given the column density map, we can derive the probability density function (PDF) of column density in the cloud and display this function separately for each sub-cloud ( Fig. 6 ). While Article number, page 5 of 24 A&A proofs: manuscript no. oph_herschel_1stgen Fig. 4 . Zoom on the Herschel column-density map of Fig. 2a , showing the various dense clumps of L1688 named as in Loren et al. (1990) . The effective HPBW resolution is 18.2 . The colorscale has been adjusted to transition from red to blue in the range of A V from 6 to 10. the low column density part of the PDF is usually well fit by a lognormal distribution, either due to turbulence (Kainulainen et al. 2009 , Schneider et al. 2013 ), or to incompleteness effects (Alves et al. 2017) , we find that the situation in Ophiuchus is more complex due to the presence of various star-forming cloud environments, each contributing separately to the PDF. Table 2 provides the results of piecewise power-law fits to the PDF of each subcloud in Ophiuchus. The break points of each part of the PDF were defined by fitting two power-laws in the high column density tail above a fiducial level of A V = 7, which again defines the dense gas within which most prestellar cores (André et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2015) and young stars (e.g., Lada et al. 2010; Heiderman et al. 2010 ) are observed in nearby clouds.
A simple relationship exists between the high mass slope of the PDF derived in a region, and the associated density profile (see, e.g., Federrath & Klessen 2013) . For a spherical cloud with a density profile ρ ∝ r −α , that is, a column density profile Σ ∝ r −α+1 , the logarithmic slope s of the column density PDF, defined by dN dlogN H 2 ∝ N s H 2 can be expressed as:
while for a cylindrical cloud the logarithmic slope is:
Given the morphology of the cloud, with multiple clumps gathered in a single, large molecular cloud, we know that the overall PDF is the sum of contributions from individual clumps. It remains difficult to characterize the column-density PDF of each clump separately given the relatively low number of independent beams per clump. The typical values reported in Table 2 for the power-law fits to the PDF are compatible with α sph = 2 and α cyl = 1.5, which is physically reasonable for a self-gravitating cloud and consistent with results found in other regions (e.g., Schneider et al. 2012 Schneider et al. , 2013 Benedettini et al. 2015) .
Filamentary texture of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud
The Ophiuchus cloud reveals a wealth of extended filamentary structure at parsec scale when observed with the high sensitivity and dynamic range of Herschel ( Fig. 4, Fig. 5 ). Using getfilaments (Men'shchikov 2013), we extracted and identified the main filamentary structures in the mapped area. Based on a multi-scale filtering approach, getfilaments can separate filaments from the background and measure their properties. Filtered images accumulating transverse angular scales up to an upper limit of interest can be constructed. In Fig. 7 , we adopted an upper angular scale of 150 , corresponding to a linear scale of ∼ 0.1 pc, which is the typical inner width of Herschel filaments in nearby clouds (Arzoumanian et al. 2011 . We independently extracted filaments in the Ophiuchus region using the DisPerSE algorithm (Sousbie 2011) with a persistence threshold of 0.2 × 10 21 cm −2 , a robustness threshold of 2 × 10 21 cm −2 , and an assembling angle of 65 • . DisPerSE allows the filaments to be reconnected and filtered by "persistence", while getfilaments enhances the contrast of all filamentary structures present in the cloud via a multi-scale decomposition. The observation of widespread filamentary structures in L1688 and L1689 is quite remarkable since these two centrally-condensed clouds are not known to be filamentary in the literature, in contrast to the elongated streamers, L1709 and L1712 (cf. Loren 1989a,b) . 
Notes. ( †) Power-law fits to both the differential and the cumulative PDF were performed for each column-density range given in Col. 2. ( † †) T he results of single power-law (PL) fits are given for the whole range of column densities above N H 2 ∼ 7×10 21 cm −2 . Broken PL fits are also provided for the L1688 and L1689 PDFs. The break points were left free and identified using the Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines technique (Friedman 1991 ) via its python implementation, py-earth. 
Core extraction with getsources
Multiwavelength detections and measurements with getsources
To identify compact emission sources corresponding to candidate dense cores within the structured background emission traced by Herschel at all wavelengths, we used the source extraction algorithm getsources 2 (Men'shchikov et al. 2012 ). This multi-wavelength, multi-scale algorithm has been adopted for all HGBS "first-generation" catalog studies (e.g., Könyves et al. 2015 , Marsh et al. 2016 , Bresnahan et al. 2018 ). The algorithm extracts sources from the data in two main steps, first a detection step and second a measurement step. These detection and measurement steps are fully described in Men'shchikov et al. (2012) and Könyves et al. (2015) , and the processing has been standardized for easier use in every HGBS study. For source extraction, we used the Herschel maps in the five bands at 70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm, as well as the high resolution column-density map (18.2 resolution) and a temperaturecorrected 160 µm map. The latter map was obtained by converting the original 160 µm map to column density assuming the dust temperature given by the color-temperature ratio between 160 µm and 250 µm. We performed two sets of source extractions, one based on detections between 160 µm and 500 µm to identify dense cores, and the other based on detections at 70 µm to identify YSOs including protostellar objects. Although the extraction process is fully automated and the getsources code itself performs a pre-selection of sources, several additional criteria remain crucial for selecting reliable core detections (see next subsection).
Automatic selection and derivation of physical properties
Following the getsources extractions, we applied additional selection criteria to ensure the reliability and physical robustness of the catalog of candidate dense cores returned by getsources (cf. Könyves et al. 2015) :
-The global detection significance over all bands [see Eq (18) of Men'shchikov et al. 2012] must be greater than 10; -The column density detection significance must be greater than 5 in the high-resolution column density map; -The global goodness parameter must be greater than 1; -The measurement signal-to-noise ratio must be greater than 1 in the high-resolution column-density map; -The monochromatic detection significance must be greater than 5 in at least two bands between 160 µm and 500 µm, and the measurement signal-to-noise ratio must be greater than 1 in at least one of these bands. We refer the reader to Men'shchikov et al. (2012) for the exact definition of "significance" and "goodness" for getsources. 10 22 10 23 Column density, NH 2 (cm −2 ) Table 2 for the results of power-law fits to the high-column density tails of the PDF.) The PDF of L1688 shows an overdensity around N H 2 ∼ 2 × 10 22 cm −2 , probably as a consequence of the Sco OB2 influence. (Right) Normalized cumulative mass fraction as function of column density for the Ophiuchus molecular cloud using the same columndensity map as in the top figure. The dashed line represents the fiducial dividing line between dense star-forming gas and lower-density gas. In the various parts of the cloud, the vast majority of the gas is found at low column density (A V ≤ 2).
resulting, final catalog were then derived by SED fitting (see Sect. 4.5 below). After a first pass to fit a simple modified blackbody model to the photometric data points provided by the getsources extractions, we selected a total of 513 candidate dense cores, including 459 starless cores and 54 protostellar cores or more evolved objects (e.g., Class II YSOs). Protostellar cores and YSOs were identified based on the detection of point-like emission at 70 µm (cf. Dunham et al. 2008 ). In the rest of this paper, we are not discussing evolved YSOs since they are not closely associated with dense cores.
Dense core properties
Exploiting the wavelength coverage of Herschel and multiwavelength capability of getsources, we constructed the SED of each source from the integrated flux densities measured at 160-500 µm. By fitting these SEDs with a modified blackbody function, in a manner similar to the method employed for deriving the column-density map (cf. Sect. 4.1 and Eq. 1), we obtained estimates of the average line-of-sight temperature and mass of each candidate core. For consistency with other HGBS studies, we derived a deconvolved radius for each source, calculated as the square root of the quadratic difference between the geometric mean of the major/minor angular sizes and the HPBW size of the high-resolution column density map (18.2 ). For each core, we also computed the geometric mean of the major and minor FWHM sizes, the peak column density, the beam-averaged column density, the central beam volume density, and the average volume density (cf. Fig. 8 for their distributions), assuming a Gaussian density distribution within each object (cf. Könyves et al. 2015) . All of these quantities are provided in online Table A.2 (see Appendix A for a sample portion). From the derived properties, we selected self-gravitating prestellar cores among the group of starless cores based on a criterion related to the critical Bonnor-Ebert (BE) mass. The latter can be expressed as:
where R BE is the BE radius, c s ≈ 0.19 km/s the isothermal sound speed (assuming a temperature of ∼ 10 K for the dense gas in the ambient cloud), and G the gravitational constant (Bonnor 1956 ). We estimated the outer radius, R obs , of each core from the FWHM source diameter measured in the high-resolution column-density map, deconvolved from the effective HPBW resolution of the map (18.2 ). We then compared the mass derived from Herschel observations, M obs , to the critical BE mass estimated as M BE,crit = 2.4 × R obs c 2 s /G, and selected self-gravitating cores based on the evaluated BE mass ratio:
This provided a first set of prestellar cores, hereafter called robust prestellar cores, with a total of 93 objects after visual post-selection checks (see filled blue triangles in the top panel of Fig. 9 ). We also used an alternative, less stringent criterion to select candidate prestellar cores among starless cores, corresponding to the empirical lower envelope of self-gravitating objects in the mass-size diagram of Fig. 9 according to Monte-Carlo simulations similar to those described in Sect. 4.6 below and Appendix B (see Könyves et al. 2015) :
where HPBW N H 2 = 18.2 is the HPBW resolution of the column density map and FWHM N H 2 is the FWHM size of the source measured in the column density map. This second criterion allows us to consider as candidate prestellar cores unresolved objects whose physical radius is more uncertain than that of resolved cores and which do not satisfy Eq. (6) Fig. 9 shows that there is an interesting correlation between the masses of the cores and the local pressure in the ambient cloud, P cl . Assuming the ambient cloud is in approximate virial equilibrium, the latter can be estimated as 
is the local background cloud column density of each core as estimated from Herschel data with getsources. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , there is a clear trend for most self-gravitating prestellar cores to lie in high-pressure, high-column-density parts of the cloud and for low-mass unbound starless cores to lie in lowpressure areas. We will come back to this trend in Sect. 5 below in connection with the spatial distribution of the various subsets of dense cores.
Completeness of the prestellar core survey
Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to estimate the completeness of our census of prestellar cores in the Ophiuchus region (see Appendix B). Clean background emission maps of the L1688 region were first constructed at all Herschel wavelengths (including a column density plane), by subtracting the emission of all compact sources identified with getsources from the observed maps. A population of 285 model Bonnor-Ebert-like cores were then inserted throughout the clean-background images to generate a full set of synthetic Herschel and column density images for L1688. The model cores were given a flat mass distribution such as ∆N/∆logM ∝ M 0 from 0.05 M to 2.0 M . An M ∝ R mass versus size relation appropriate for isothermal Bonnor-Ebert spheres was adopted. The dust continuum emission from the synthetic Bonnor-Ebert cores in all Herschel bands was simulated using an extensive grid of spherical dust radiative transfer models constructed by us with the MODUST code (e.g., Bouwman et al. 2000 Bouwman et al. , 2001 .
Based on the results of these simulations, our Herschel census of candidate prestellar cores in Ophiuchus is estimated to be > 80% complete above a true core mass of ∼0.1 M (cf. Fig. B .1), corresponding to an observed core mass of ∼0.2 M on average given that observed masses appear to be typically underestimated by a factor of ∼ 2 near the completeness limitdue to the internal temperature gradient within starless cores (see top and bottom panels of Fig. B .2 in Appendix B).
The simple model of the core extraction process described in Appendix B of Könyves et al. (2015) was also used to independently assess the completeness level and its dependence on the local column density of the ambient cloud. This model shows that the completeness of prestellar core extractions does decrease as background cloud column density and cirrus noise increase but suggests that the global completeness curve of the prestellar core survey in Ophiuchus is consistent with that inferred from the Monte-Carlo simulations (Fig. B.1 ). 
Discussion
A bimodal distribution of filament orientations
The shape of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud seems to be organized as a hub of filaments converging toward the center of mass of the main cloud L1688 as marked by a red star in Fig. 7 . One of the interesting features of this region is the U-shape of the densest parts of the cloud (cf. Fig. 12 ). This shape is inverted toward the likely influence of the O9V star σ Sco (see Nutter et al. 2006) and is related to an interesting feature in the distribution of position angles for the Ophiuchus filaments. Figure 10 shows the distribution of median position angles for the sample of filaments identified with getfilaments. It can be seen that this distribution is bimodal, with a group of filaments roughly parallel to the large-scale streamers (cf. Sect. 2 and Fig. 1) , and a group of filaments roughly perpendicular to the streamers, the latter group being associated with the L1688 main cloud. We compared the properties of starless cores embedded in parallel filamentswith those of cores embedded in perpendicular filaments, but did not find any clear evidence of differences between the two groups of cores.
The two modes of filament orientations observed here are roughly centered around position angles P.A. ∼ 50 deg and P.A. ∼ 130 deg (measured east of north), respectively, and may possibly be correlated with changes in the orientation of the magnetic field within the Ophiuchus cloud complex. On large scales, Planck polarization data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) show that the magnetic field orientation in the complex is mostly parallel to the streamers (P.A. ∼ 45 deg) and to the direction of the large-scale flows from the Sco OB2 association. Close to L1688, however, the Planck data suggest that the magnetic field becomes almost perpendicular to the streamers, possibly as a result of large-scale compression by the Sco OB2 flows. While the angular resolution of Planck polarization data is insufficient to constrain the orientation of the field on small scales within the densest regions, optical and near-IR polarization results do suggest that the magnetic field has a bimodal distribution of position angles within L1688, centered at P.A. ∼ 50 deg and P.A. ∼ 150 deg (Vrba et al. 1976; Sato et al. 1988; Goodman & Heiles 1994) . This is strongly reminiscent of the two modes of filament orientations in Fig. 10 , pointing to a common origin.
Filaments and cores
The ubiquity of filaments in star-forming regions and the intimate link between prestellar cores and dense filaments is a crucial result of the Herschel HGBS survey (André et al. 2010) . As prestellar cores are believed to be the direct precursors of protostars, this result suggests that dense molecular filaments may play a crucial role in the origin of protostars and stars themselves.
The high sensitivity and dynamic range of the Herschel images allow us to investigate this link between cores and filaments in the Ophiuchus complex, where there was no strong evidence of filamentary structures up to now, except for the large-scale streamers.
As observed with Herschel in other Gould Belt regions (André et al. 2010 , and indirectly hinted at in previous studies of Ophiuchus (Motte et al. 1998) , the prestellar cores of L1688 and L1689 tend to lie in elongated cloud structures or filaments. Fig. 7 ). The filamentary structures identified with getfilaments are displayed in red or blue depending on their position angles measured east of north (see colorscale). (Bottom) Distribution of median position angles (P.A.) for the sample of filaments identified with getfilaments (cf. Sect. 4.3). Two modes of filament orientations are clearly visible. The "parallel" filaments (with P.A. from 20 to 80 degrees east of north) are following the general direction of the large-scale streamers (cf. Fig. 1 ) and may be associated with material swept-up by the winds of the Sco OB2 association (whose general direction is about 45 degrees east of north), while the "perpendicular" filaments (with P.A. from 100 to 160 degrees) may have formed as a result of large-scale compression from the Sco OB2 winds.
To quantify this trend, we carried out an analysis of the separations between dense cores and filaments, considering both unbound starless cores and prestellar cores. Figure 11 shows that prestellar cores indeed lie within the ∼ 0.1 pc inner portions of the densest filaments extracted with DisPerSE. The population of unbound starless cores lies inside dense filaments, but also outside of them, displaying a higher median separation to the nearest filaments. This may have distinct explanations. First, unbound starless cores may in fact be split into two populations, with a subset of cores that will become prestellar cores by accumulating more mass on one hand, and transient or "failed" cores (cf. Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007 ) that will eventually disperse on the other hand. Second, our filament sample may be partly in- complete, especially in the low-density parts of the cloud where a significant fraction of unbound starless cores are found, and this may lead to a significant bias in the distribution of coreto-filament separations for unbound starless cores. Nevertheless, the result that prestellar cores tend to lie closer to the crests of their nearest filaments than unbound starless cores provides an interesting clue suggesting that the star-forming activity of the cloud has not stopped, and that the lower-density material may possibly continue to form star-forming structures in the future, evolving toward another generation of prestellar cores and protostars by cloud contraction (cf. Huff & Stahler 2007) . Figures 12 and 13 show the spatial distribution of the candidate dense cores identified as explained in Sect. 4.4, in relation with the distribution of cloud material as traced by our Herschel column density maps for the various subregions of the Ophiuchus complex. It can be seen that prestellar cores (yellow symbols) tend to be mostly clustered inside the densest regions, while unbound starless cores (blue symbols) are more widely spread out.
Core clustering and distribution of core separations
Following the detection of DCO + gas clumps by Loren et al. (1990) , the L1688 cloud has been described as a collection of cold dense molecular clumps (called "cores" at the time), labeled with letters A to F. Based on our results, the most active regions for prestellar core growth appear to be Oph A and Oph B, while Oph C, E, F harbor fewer prestellar cores but contain a higher number of Class I protostars (Wilking et al. 1989 , André & Montmerle 1994 . No significant difference in dense core properties is observed between L1688 and L1689. The sub clouds of L1688 (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) contain 40, 22, 8, 5, 5, 11, 7 prestellar cores, respectively, and 79, 23, 11, 7, 3, 17, 11 unbound starless cores. Two prestellar cores and 60 unbound starless cores could not be assigned to any specific sub-region. Indeed, this historical breakdown of L1688 in sub-regions has been based on studies focusing on the densest gas in the cloud, and is therefore not well suited for classifying objects lying in lower-density areas. L1689 contains 35 prestellar cores and 79 unbound starless cores. L1709 contains 9 prestellar cores and 24 unbound starless cores. Independently of background cloud structures and filaments, prestellar and protostellar cores tend to form in clusters, and therefore retain pristine properties of the parent molecular clouds in their distribution of separations. We can try to test this idea based on a simple statistical analysis of the distribution of core spacings. In Fig. 14, we compare the distributions of nearestneighbor core separations for the populations of prestellar cores and starless cores, in both L1688 and L1689. Even if the statistics are low, the different figures and modes of clustering show very little difference from one another, indicating that there may be only one underlying statistics in this sample, and probably a main physical explanation for the observed distribution of cores separations. Linked to molecular cloud structure, we observe a peak separation of ∼ 0.05 pc in both panels of Fig. 14, with Inutsuka & Miyama (1997) found, through both analytical calculations and numerical simulations of cylindrical cloud fragmentation, that the most unstable wave-length initiated in a gas cylinder would enhance the production of core structures with a characteristic separation of ∼ 4 times the filament diameter, or about 0.4 pc for filaments of ∼ 0.1 pc width. While there is no clear explanation yet for this discrepancy in a seemingly filament-dominated mode of core formation, external factors such as large-scale compression or other physical effects like magnetic fields (Nakamura et al. 1993) or turbulence (Clarke et al. 2017 ) may possibly account for this result.
Using the core positions derived from Herschel data in each sub-cluster, we can also compare the areas occupied by the population of prestellar cores and the population of unbound starless cores. To this purpose, we derived the convex hull areas corresponding to prestellar cores and unbound starless cores for each sub-cloud, and this led to a characteristic radius in each case given in Table 3 . For most sub clouds, the characteristic area 10 −2 10 −1 10 0 Separation between cores, pc occupied by prestellar cores is significantly smaller than the area occupied by unbound starless cores. This result is consistent with the overall correlation found in Sect. 4.5 between core mass and ambient cloud pressure (see bottom panel of Fig. 9 ) and shows us that prestellar cores are intimately related to the densest parts of the molecular cloud, while unbound starless cores are also found on the outskirts of the densest regions. This raises the issue of the physical nature of unbound starless cores. On one hand, many of these objects lie in portions of the cloud where the quantity of dense gas material may not be large enough for the cores to reach the critical Bonnor-Ebert mass even if they continue accumulating mass (cf. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 ). Such unbound starless cores may be "failed" cores in the sense of Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2007) . On the other hand, the whole L1688 cloud may be globally contracting toward its center of mass (see Huff & Stahler 2007 and Sect. 5.6 below) . If this is indeed the case, both the converging network of filaments and the starless cores of L1688 may become significantly denser on a typical timescale ranging from ∼ 3 × t cloud ff ∼ 1.5 Myr to the sound crossing time R cloud /c s ∼ 3-4 Myr, and a significant fraction of the unbound starless cores identified here with Herschel may evolve into selfgravitating prestellar cores (and later on protostars) on a similar timescale.
Prestellar core formation efficiency in the Ophiuchus molecular cloud
Section 4 described how we derived accurate mass estimates for both the cloud and the dense cores. Both are important for characterizing the future star formation potential of the cloud. Indeed, the ratio of the total mass in the form of cores to the total cloud mass is directly related to the efficiency of core formation process. Furthermore, the fraction of cloud mass that is not involved in core formation at the present time can either form other cores in the future or remain as a quiescent background, not participating in the star formation process. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2 (see also Table 4 ), the fractions of dense molecular gas in L1688 and L1689 are different, L1688 being denser, confirming the idea that L1688 may be a shockcompressed region (e.g Loren & Wootten 1986) , where the accumulation of gas is enhanced by diverse external factors, while L1689 has significantly less dense gas. But the total gas masses in the two clouds are similar, and L1689 should be able to form, by large-scale contraction and fragmentation, enough clumps and cores to match the star formation activity of L1688, if it is characterized by the same core-formation efficiency. We find a dense molecular gas fraction, above N H 2 ∼ 7 × 10 21 cm −2 (or A V > ∼ 7), as high as 42% in L1688 alone, compared to a dense gas fraction of only 18.5% in L1689 and L1709. In the whole field (Fig 2) we find a dense gas fraction of 15%, similar to the values obtained in the Herschel studies of Aquila (24%, Könyves et al. 2015) and Orion B (13%, Könyves et al. 2019) , but significantly higher than the 1% value found in the Musca and Pipe nebula clouds (cf. Table 1 of Arzoumanian et al. 2019 ). However, we observe very similar prestellar core formation efficiencies in the dense gas of L1688 and L1689+L1709, with 12% and 14% of dense gas mass in the form of prestellar cores, respectively.
More precisely, following Könyves et al. (2015) , we can define the differential prestellar core formation efficiency as a function of "background" cloud column density as follows: CFE obs (A V ) = ∆M cores (A V )/∆M cloud (A V ). This is obtained by di- viding the mass ∆M cores (A V ) of the candidate prestellar cores identified with Herschel in a given bin of background column densities (expressed in A V units) by the total cloud mass ∆M cloud (A V ) in the same bin. Figure 15 shows a comparison of CFE obs vs. A V for L1688, L1689, and Ophiuchus as a whole. It can be seen that all three CFE obs (A V ) plots have similar shapes and exhibit similar values for A V > ∼ 7. Moreover, the differential CFE obs (A V ) plots level off above A V of 7-8 with typical values of ∼ 20%. In contrast, if we consider the total mass of molecular gas in each cloud, including low-density material, then L1688 appears significantly more efficient at forming prestellar cores, since the fraction of prestellar core mass to total gas mass is 5.1% there compared to only 2.7% in L1689+L1709 (i.e., almost a factor of ∼ 2 lower than in L1688). This is most likely only due to the fact that L1688 contains more dense molecular gas (A V > 7) than L1689+L1709, however. These results are summarized in Table 4 .
A plot of the number of prestellar cores as a function of background column density (Fig. 16) shows a main peak around A V ∼10, as well as a secondary peak at higher extinction A V ∼ 30 in L1688 and A V ∼ 40 in L1689. The secondary peak is related to the dense clumps Oph A and Oph B in L1688, and to the immediate vicinity of IRAS16293 in L1689.
Interestingly, while the physical meaning of this secondary peak remains difficult to assess, it appears to be related to features seen in the column density PDFs of the clouds (Fig. 6 ) and in the differential core formation efficiency plot against back- for the candidate prestellar cores L1688 prestellar cores L1689 prestellar cores Fig. 16 . Distribution of background column densities for the L1688 (orange) and L1689 (green) prestellar cores. A clear peak in column density is visible, suggestive of a column-density threshold for prestellar core formation. However, this peak lies at a significantly higher column density in L1688 (orange) and in L1689 (green) than in other Gould Belt regions such as Aquila (cf. Könyves et al. 2015) . The vertical dashed line marks the same fiducial threshold at A bg V ∼ 7 as in Fig. 15 .
ground column density (Fig. 15 ). The main peak is related to a break in the column density PDF and a flattening in the differential CFE obs (A V ) plot. The secondary peak may result from a relative depletion of intermediate column density gas in L1688 because the corresponding material may be trapped between the shells around S1 and HD147889 and compressed to higher column densities. Figure 15 and the main peaks in Fig. 16 are consistent with the presence of a "threshold" for the formation of prestellar cores at a fiducial A V value of ∼ 7-8, as seen in other HGBS regions (e.g., Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016 ). This column density threshold should not be viewed as a strict step function but rather as a sharp transition between a regime of very low prestellar core formation efficiency (< 1%) at A V << 7 and a regime of roughly constant (or slowly varying), moderately high core formation efficiency (≈ 20%) at A V >> 7 (cf. Fig. 15 ). The details of the transition differ slightly in Ophiuchus compared to Aquila (Könyves et al. 2015) and Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016 ), due to the presence of secondary peaks at higher column-densities in L1688 and L1689 which have not been seen in other regions. This slight difference may be due to the fact that the Ophiuchus cloud is the nearest region of the Gould Belt influenced by strong external compression, where prestellar cores can be detected (and resolved) in higher column-density areas than in previously studied HGBS regions. The overall transition seen in Fig. 15 for L1688 and L1689 is nevertheless very similar to that observed in Aquila and Taurus. A physical interpretation of this transition in prestellar core formation efficiency around A V ≈ 7 (or a cloud surface density Σ cl ≈ 150 M /pc 2 ) was proposed by André et al. (2010) in terms of the filamentary structure of the parent clouds. Indeed, given the typical inner width ∼ 0.1 pc of molecular filaments (Arzoumanian et al. 2011 , the transition at Σ cl ≈ 150 M /pc 2 closely corresponds to the critical mass per unit length M line,crit = 2 c 2 s /G ∼ 16 M /pc (see also André et al. 2014) , around which nearly isothermal gas filaments at T ∼ 10 K are known to fragment efficiently (Inutsuka & Miyama 1997) .
Starless and prestellar core mass functions
The mass distribution of our sample of 144 candidate prestellar cores provides an estimate of the prestellar core mass function (CMF) in the Ophiuchus cloud (Fig. 17) . 
Core Mass Function of candidate dense cores
Starless cores Prestellar cores Robust prestellar cores Fig. 17 . Mass distribution of robust prestellar cores (blue), candidate prestellar cores (green), and unbound starless cores (red). The cyan area marks the difference between robust and candidate prestellar cores. To left of the vertical dashed line, the sample of prestellar cores is less than 80% complete according to Monte-Carlo simulations (see Sect. 4.6 and Appendix B) . For comparison, the black dashed curve shows the system IMF (Chabrier 2005 ).
The prestellar CMF in Ophiuchus shows an apparent peak at about 0.3 M , which is very similar to the CMFs derived from HGBS data in Taurus/L1495 (Marsh et al. 2016 ) and is also consistent within uncertainties with previous results in Aquila (Könyves et al. 2015) where the prestellar CMF seemed to peak around 0.4-0.6 M . It should be stressed that the prestellar core masses derived here are likely underestimated by a factor of ∼ 2 on average, due to the extraction process and the effect of temperature gradients within the cores.This has been evaluated based on the Monte-Carlo simulations described in Appendix B where synthetic prestellar cores were injected injecting in the Herschel maps.
The prestellar CMF also has a direct relationship with the IMF, emphasizing the importance of core formation studies in molecular clouds (cf. Motte et al. 1998) . The close resemblance of the prestellar CMF to the stellar system IMF (Chabrier 2005) is clearly confirmed in Ophiuchus (cf. Fig. 17 ), like in Aquila (Könyves et al. 2015) and Taurus (Marsh et al. 2016) . However, while the total number of prestellar cores identified here (144) is significantly higher than in previous studies of Ophiuchus (e.g Motte et al. 1998; Johnstone et al. 2000; Stanke et al. 2006; Pattle et al. 2015) , the core statistics in this cloud are still not high enough to allow robust, final conclusions to be drawn about the prestellar CMF.
Long-distance external effects and positive feedback
There appears to be an imprint of at least three compression fronts in the Herschel column density map of L1688 (see Fig. 18 ), which can be confirmed by performing a circular average of the cloud emission about a central point located close to Oph D. These compression fronts are detected in the column density profile of the cloud, with three consecutive local peaks in the cloud profile as a function of radius from a center near Oph D (see Fig. 19 ). The two most prominent peaks correspond first to an arc-like area crossing Oph B2 (named Arc 3 in Fig. 18) , and second to an arc-like area (named Arc 1) following the well-known dense C 18 O ridge of L1688 (Wilking & Lada 1983) . A third, shallower peak seen in the circularly-averaged column density profile of Fig. 19 corresponds to the arc-like area named Arc 2 in Fig. 18 , which includes Oph B1. A hint of the presence of this arc was already visible in the form of a weak filamentary structure in the ground-based 1.2 mm continuum map of Stanke et al. (2006, see their Fig. 1) .
The three consecutive arc-like structures Arcs 1-3 may originate from compression by large-scale shockwaves propagating through the cloud from the Sco OB2 association (Loren & Wootten 1986; Motte et al. 1998) . There are at least two possibilities for the origin of these multiple arc-like features. First, the presence of multiple compression fronts is reminiscent of the theoretical scenario proposed by Inutsuka et al. (2015) for the formation of molecular clouds based on multiple shockwave compressions of interstellar atomic gas. Second, the multiple compression fronts may trace the interaction of a single shockwave with multiple preexisting structures within the L1688 cloud. In the latter case, however, we would expect to observe an age gradient from northeast to southwest with younger YSOs associated with Arc 3 (compressed last) and more evolved YSOs associated with Arc 1 (compressed first). In contrast, the highest concentration of Class I (Wilking et al. 1989; Bontemps et al. 2001 ) and even Class 0 (André et al. 1993) objects is found in the C 18 O ridge (Arc 1), while a number of relatively evolved Class II/III objects and X-ray emitting weak-line T Tauri stars are observed close to Arc 3 (Casanova et al. 1995) . For this reason, we favor the former interpretation of multiple compression events and shockwaves. The interaction of each shockwave with an overdensity cloud structure created in a previous compression event can generate a bow-shape or U-shape feature similar to the arcs seen in Fig. 18 (cf. Fig. 1 shape of the Oph D dense clumps is also consistent with this scenario. The Ophiuchus complex, and the L1688 cloud in particular, are known to be influenced and possibly shock-compressed by an expanding shell of HI gas powered by stellar winds and supernova explosions in the Sco OB2 association, including the effect of the neighboring massive (O9V) star σ Sco (Loren & Wootten 1986; de Geus 1992; Nutter et al. 2006) . Based on Fig. 18 , we suggest that the main filaments of L1688 may result from three consecutive shock compressions. The region studied here is in fact enclosed between Antarès (α Sco) and σ Sco (cf. Fig. 1 ). The feedback influences of these stars may be significant as suggested by the positions of these OB stars relative to the three arcs identified here (Fig. 1, Fig. 18 ).
Given the estimated age of < ∼ 2 Myr for the L1688 embedded cluster (Bontemps et al. 2001 ) and the different number ratios of prestellar to unbound starless cores observed in the three arcs (see Table 5 ), it seems reasonable to assume a typical age difference of only < ∼ 1 Myr between these arc-like compression fronts, similar to the typical timescale adopted by McKee & Ostriker (1977) and Inutsuka et al. (2015) for the dynamics of the Galactic interstellar medium resulting from supernova explosions and expanding HII regions. The large-scale HI shell propagating into the Ophiuchus cloud complex expands at a velocity of about 10-15 km s −1 according to de Geus (1992) , but the velocity of the transmitted shock within the L1688 dense cloud may be only < ∼ 1 km s −1 based on the range of line-of-sight velocities observed in optically thin tracers of molecular gas (Loren 1989b; Loren & Wootten 1986) . This kind of low-velocity shock would not destroy the cloud (Loren & Wootten 1986; Herbst & Warner 1981; Foster & Boss 1996) and may ideally permit the formation of gravitationally-unstable condensations such as the candidate pre-brown dwarf Oph B-11 (Greaves et al. 2003; André et al. 2012) in regions of the cloud with relatively low initial density. Notes. ( †) Comparison between the number of Class I protostars detected with Spitzer in Dunham et al. (2013) and the number of unbound starless cores in the present paper.
While large-scale flows may be shaping the whole complex, looking for local hints of their effect on the small-scale structure of L1688 is interesting. The spatial distribution of the dense cores identified in this paper shows global relationships, such as overall spreads and mean separations, but also contains information about the structure of the molecular cloud at a given time. Also relevant are the substructures identified in the column density map of the complex. Historically divided into clumps (e.g., Loren et al. 1990) , the Ophiuchus complex had never been observed with high enough sensitivity and dynamic range up to now to unveil the underlying filamentary texture of the cloud. While many clumps (A to G) were apparent in this region, the Herschel observations now allows us to distinguish three nearly concentric arcs in the main cloud (Fig. 18 ). This leads us to pro- pose another classification of YSOs, prestellar cores, and unbound starless cores in L1688, not divided into dense clumps as in Loren et al. (1990) but divided into three concentric arcs Fig. 18 . Simple statistics about the ratios of bound to unbound cores in the three arcs are summarized in Table 5 . We notice that the second or central arc (Arc 2) seen in the azimuthal average of L1688 (Fig. 19) is significantly more populated with unbound starless cores, in the middle of the cloud. In contrast, Arc 1 and Arc 3 are seemingly more evolved than Arc 2 with more YSOs and prestellar cores inside of them. With signs of global contraction in this cloud from self-absorbed CO profiles skewed to the blue (Encrenaz 1974 , Lada & Wilking 1980 , it is tempting to speculate that some of the unbound starless cores observed within Arc 2 will be further compressed in the future and accumulate more mass, eventually leading to the formation of new prestellar cores and a new generation of stars in L1688.
Conclusions
Parallel-mode (SPIRE and PACS) maps obtained as part of the Herschel Gould Belt survey were used to carry out an extensive study of the population of dense cores in the Ophiuchus molecular cloud (L1688, L1689, L1709). We summarize our main results as follows:
1. Using the Herschel multi-wavelength data, we derived a high-resolution (18.2 ) column density map of the Ophiuchus complex (Figs. 1 & 2) . This map clearly reveals for the first time the presence of filaments inside the main cloud, L1688, which was not previously known to be a filamentary region. L1688 appears to be structured in the form of a converging network of filaments pointing toward its center of mass near Oph B2 (see Fig. 7 -top). The filaments have a bimodal distribution of orientations (cf. Fig. 10 ), either roughly parallel or roughly perpendicular to the direction of the largescale streamers of the complex. 2. We identified a total of 144 candidate prestellar cores, including 93 robust prestellar cores, in L1688 and L1689/L1709, using the getsources source extraction algorithm after a careful selection and inspection of each source. In addition, 315 unbound starless cores and 54 protostellar cores were also detected. The main properties (e.g., radius, mass, temperature, density) of all of these cores were characterized (cf. online Table A .2) thanks to a good sampling of the SEDs in the far-infrared and submillimeter range. 3. The mass distribution of the prestellar cores closely resembles the IMF of stellar systems (Fig. 17) confirming earlier results. 4. The prestellar cores lie preferentially within dense filaments and are mostly found very close (< 0.1 pc) to the crests of their parent filaments (Fig. 11 ). They are also significantly more concentrated in the densest parts of the complex, occupy a significantly smaller area of the total field (Figs. 12 & 13) , and tend to lie in regions of higher ambient cloud pressure ( Fig. 9 ) than the unbound starless cores. 5. The median nearest neighbor separation between prestellar cores is ∼ 0.04 pc, which is comparable to the typical Jeans length in cold dense molecular gas at N H 2 ∼ 10 22 cm −2 . The typical projected core separation is also comparable to the median inner filament width ∼ 0.06 pc measured by Arzoumanian et al. (2019) in Ophiuchus but significantly shorter than the characteristic core spacing of ∼ 4 times the filament width (∼ 0.24 pc here) expected from standard cylinder fragmentation models. This difference may result from the effects of magnetic fields and turbulence, or the fact that the Ophiuchus filaments are not isolated systems. 6. We confirmed the presence of a "threshold" or sharp transition in column density around a fiducial A V value of ∼ 7 for the formation of prestellar cores (Figs. 15 & 16) . Moreover, by comparing our results in L1688 and L1689, we found clear evidence that only a fraction of the total mass budget of the complex is directly participating in the star formation process. Indeed, L1689 is less efficient at forming stars than L1688, but shares almost the same total mass of molecular gas. When only considering the dense molecular gas above A V ∼ 7, L1689 and L1688 appear to be equally efficient at forming dense cores. 7. The prestellar core formation threshold is strongly correlated to the presence of dense filaments in the Ophiuchus complex. Most of the dense gas material in the cloud and most of the prestellar cores are distributed in dense filaments within several clumps. Furthermore, the majority of prestellar cores lie within the ∼ 0.1 pc inner portions of their parent filaments (Fig. 11) . The close connection between prestellar cores and filaments is especially remarkable here in Ophiuchus, as there was no direct detection of filamentary structures up to now in the main region, L1688. 8. Three shock compression fronts can be detected in the column density map of the L1688 cloud, locally enhancing the quantity of dense molecular gas and supercritical filaments, hence the formation of prestellar cores.
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Appendix B: Completeness of the prestellar core sample
To estimate the completeness of the present Herschel census of prestellar cores in the Ophiuchus complex, we used both Monte-Carlo simulations (cf. Sect. 4.6) and the same model of the core identification process as described in Appendix B.2 of Könyves et al. (2015) . The same extraction steps with getsources and postextraction selection criteria as described in Sect. 4.4 for the real Herschel data were applied to the simulated images. The resulting catalog of identified sources was then compared with the "truth table" of input synthetic cores injected in the simulated images to assess the completeness level of the Herschel survey. Figure B .1) plots the fraction of successfully identified synthetic cores as a function true core mass. As can be seen in this figure, our census of prestellar cores appears to be > 80% complete above a true core mass of ∼0.1 M . In addition, the properties found for the cores identified in the simulated data were also compared to the true properties of the injected synthetic cores to estimate the accuracy of the main derived parameters (e.g., core mass, radius, temperature) given in Table A .1 for the real cores. Figure B .2 (top panel) suggests that the derived core masses typically underestimate the true core masses by ∼ 50% on average for observed masses between ∼ 0.1 M and ∼ 1 M , around the peak of the observed prestellar CMF (Fig. 17 ). This is most likely due to a slight (∼ 20%) underestimate of the core sizes (cf. middle panel of Fig. B .2) and an overestimate of the massaveraged dust temperatures by ∼ 1.5 K on average (cf. bottom panel of Fig. B.2) . 
